“Hop is engaging and seriously flawed in a funny, believable way.”
-Fresh Voices Spirit Awards

LOTTERY

Written by Courtney Suttle

“Your execution is solid, easy to
follow, and compelling.”
- Film Daily

LOGLINE:
If only the homeless Skid Row alcoholic holding the winning ticket for a $758 million lottery could
have kept his mouth shut he wouldn’t have every corrupt cop, gang banger, prostitute and drug
dealer trying to stop him from collecting Monday morning. Can he survive the longest weekend of
his life in the dark alleys of Skid Row to collect? If only…

“This is an original and interesting idea, and I can
see it as a weekly series of ups and downs as Hop
tries first to stay alive.”
- Film Daily

“Good job creating a diverse and unusual cast - very
quirky and individual, and a strong supporting cast of
cultures and ethnicities.”
- Fresh Voices Spirit Awards

FACT: $355 million per year is allocated to shelter the homeless in Los Angeles. Politicians dither, housing
projects double in price, while the homeless suffer and die…
For some there is redemption, but not for Richard “Hop” Hopkins, a former Hollywood wunderkind, living on the
shattered streets of LA’s Skid Row, far from the mansion he once owned in Malibu. His career went into the toilet after
he burned up all his industry clout directing a massive flop. His life soon
followed after his four-year-old daughter drowned with Hop passed out
just feet away. Divorced and bankrupt Hop took a swan dive into a
bottle of vodka and has spent the last eight years doing his best to piss
off everyone on Skid Row with his scathing wit and sarcasm as he
slowly drinks himself to death. One Friday night Hop panhandles a ten
dollar bill off of his only friend in Skid Row, Thai, a transgender hooker.
He buys two pints of vodka and one lottery ticket. To his surprise the
ticket hits and he wins $758 million! But Hop is too drunk and too
arrogant to keep quiet. The weekend spirals out of control as Hop is
pursued by a pimp, Rico, and his enforcer, Pacho, bodega owners
Nadjik and Hamoush two refugees from Iraq, Cisco and Mike, a couple
of fellow homeless alcoholics, and Vance, a psychotic skinhead, Afghanistan veteran, and his sidekick, a massive
skinhead called Hump. To make matters worse Hop gets framed for the murders of two very corrupt cops and has
every cop in the city out for his blood. And orchestrating the chase for Hop is Red the dark overlord of the district who
holds all the cards. Every time Hop tries to
extradite himself from a bad situation he
opens his mouth and only makes it worse.
Hop can’t get out of his own way. His only hop
lies in Thai a trans gender hooker who has a
thing for Hop and a vicious will to survive. Will
Hop and Thai survive until Monday morning in
this dark comedy thriller? Or will Hop keep
shooting off his mouth until someone finally
shoots them both?

LOTTERY is an hour long drama, filled with dark humor, a fast pace and twisted plots. It’s Shameless meets
The Wire with unapologetic grit. Based on true events and characters from Courtney’s time spent homeless on
the streets of Dallas and in jail, the episodic features a diverse cast of characters unique to television.
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